Ethics:

Communicating Standards and Influencing Behavior

by Betsy Stevens and Judi Brownell

Perhaps the strongest approach to communicating ethics is nonverbal—that is, acting ethically.

It has become a commonplace that demonstrating ethics is a good thing for an organization. Employees, managers, and top executives need to behave ethically so that the public can be confident that a company isn’t engaging in illegal practices, that managers aren’t harassing and threatening employees, and that line workers aren’t stealing from the company or from guests. Perhaps a business can never have high enough ethical standards.

Simply saying that ethics is important risks begging the question, however. Instead, one needs to begin with the concept that ethical standards are guidelines for moral behavior. In a business context, ethical standards communicate a company’s expectations about how employees will act when confronted with decisions that test their values. If a manager’s goal is to cultivate ethical practices, that manager needs to learn everything possible about how to create, clarify, cultivate, and communicate standards of ethical behavior.

Normative ethics involves setting standards. It is often not enough simply to make a judgment call on whether or not an employee’s actions are in an organization’s best interests. It is also management’s responsibility to influence organizational practices—to set standards.
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managers' expectations be communicated clearly and consistently, but managers must model the desired behavior.

Trust, a sense of fairness, and individual respect are likely to increase as ethical frameworks are clearly defined and as employees share a common set of behavioral guidelines. The more clear and explicit this communication, the more likely a shared culture will develop. While the value of effective communication is stressed repeatedly in the management literature, experienced managers know how easily messages are distorted, misinterpreted, or lost entirely as they travel through organizational layers. The question is how to ensure that effective communication takes place.

Two central questions must be answered regarding effectively communicating ethics-related messages to employees. These are: How can ethical values best be communicated to employees, and Who should talk to employees about ethical behavior? With the answers to those questions one can design effective communication strategies for an organization.

To examine those questions, we conducted an exploratory study at two hotels. We used information gained from an employee survey on the communication of ethical standards to formulate four specific strategies for increasing awareness of organizational ethics. This paper first summarizes key findings from the survey and then suggests how that information might be helpful in providing direction to managers. Although the findings are limited and may not be entirely generalizable, this approach provides a model for managers who are interested in clearly and consistently communicating ethical standards.

Sources and Channels

The purpose of our exploratory study was to determine the channels through and sources from which hotel employees most frequently receive information about their organization's ethical standards. We expected that having specific information on organizational practices would provide direction to managers seeking a better understanding of how to communicate their companies' ethical standards.

We developed a questionnaire to obtain detailed information on organizational communication practices associated with information on ethical standards. We adapted our instrument from a survey developed earlier to assess the communication of organizational ethics. This paper first summarizes key findings from the survey and then suggests how that information might be helpful in providing direction to managers.
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Sources of Ethical Learning

Of nine different channels, training programs earned the highest mean (3.21) as a means for transmitting information about ethics (Exhibit 2). This finding reflected the continuous teaching and training that occurred at both properties. Coaching was a close second, at 3.17, followed by reading manuals and other documents (3.11), reading ethical codes (3.09), watching managers (3.09), and watching employees (3.09). Meetings with and memos from managers were viewed as less important. Participating in general meetings, in last place with a mean of 2.80, was seen as the least important channel for learning about ethical standards.

Notwithstanding the channels for disseminating ethical information, the chief source of ethical information is family and friends (mean 3.57, see Exhibit 3). That is, employees spent considerably
more time discussing ethics with family and friends than with supervisors and co-workers. Indeed, means declined dramatically for workplace sources. Talks with other employees achieve a mean of 3.07; direct supervisors, 2.97; and the general manager, 2.73.

With regard to their overall satisfaction, respondents indicated that they were "somewhat" satisfied (mean of 2.51) with the organization's ethical standards and also with the clarity with which these standards were communicated (mean of 2.47).

T-tests revealed no significant gender differences regarding either the channels or sources of ethical standards. The only significant differences occurred in the results from supervisory and non-supervisory employees. Supervisors reported that they engaged in more discussions about ethics with both the general manager (t = 2.70) and with their own direct supervisor (t = 2.73) than did non-supervisory employees.

Given this finding, one might wonder why supervisors are not having a stronger ethical effect on their line employees. Perhaps it's because, as we have seen, the communication of ethical standards "doesn't just happen." Managers must take deliberate and thoughtful action to ensure that their organizations establish and maintain guidelines for ethical practices. The results of this study suggest several useful ideas for managers with regard to how ethical standards can be communicated most effectively, as we discuss next.

**Guidelines for Communicating Organizational Ethics**

The first step in communicating ethics is to pay more attention to how ethical standards are communicated. Given the indifferent response employees gave to the question about how satisfied they were with the way the organization communicated its ethical standards, it appears that those employees would accept increased communication regarding ethical standards. The study suggests that at least four methods are effective in communicating ethics (see Exhibit 2). Those are (1) create ethical codes and make sure they appear in employee manuals and other documents; (2) conduct training programs on ethical standards; (3) coach employees and ask them to coach others; and (4) model desired behavior.

**Establish clear standards.** One common response from companies seeking to publicly demonstrate their attention to organizational ethics has been the creation of ethical codes. The advantage of a code, often expressed as part of the company's mission statement, is that it is a written document that can be clearly and accurately communicated to all employees.

General Motors Corporation, for instance, has amended its policy on gifts and gratuities and has taken a much tougher stance on lavish corporate entertainment. Kmart also has a code explicitly prohibiting bribes, commissions, and kickbacks and further requires outside vendors to pledge they will not engage in such behavior.

Hospitality companies, too, have developed ethical codes. Issues related to conflict of interest, personal character, customer relations, and personnel policies and procedures, and other documents—must clearly and consistently reinforce the standards set out in the code itself. Equally important is paying attention to implementing the code so that it is understood and practiced by employees. That occurs first during training and orientation.

**Address ethics during training.** Effective employee orientation requires that ethical standards be part of the message new employees receive about the organization. While neither property in our study conducted training sessions focused exclusively on ethical behavior, ethics was addressed in a number of training programs. Indeed, employees reported that those training programs were the major channel for learning managerial expectations about ethics.

Formal training ensures that all employees hear the same organizational message. Without a strong orientation program and formal training to make expectations explicit, those employees are likely to rely on their previous experiences rather than on the company's standards. Employees need and depend on managers' help in clarifying their understanding of the organizational
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culture and standards of ethical behavior. By providing a clear framework, employees will learn important policies and support common organizational goals.

While training and orientation programs are essential, ethical standards must become part of the organizational culture, interwoven into the organizational fabric so that both managers and employees are clear and consistent in their view of what constitutes ethical behavior. Codes of conduct cannot be imposed on employees who do not accept or share the corporate values. Those shared values are critical to determining how members perceive problems and make decisions. In addition to creating ethical codes and communicating them through formal training programs, managers must establish and maintain the basic values that support ethical practices. The communication of those values throughout the organization is best accomplished through coaching and modeling ethical behavior.

**Reinforce standards through coaching.** A powerful means of communicating ethics, coaching is the ongoing process of assessing employee performance and providing constructive feedback for the purpose of clarifying performance standards and motivating employees to improve job performance.10 One of these performance standards must address the employee's ethical behavior.

While training is a formal and structured activity used to impart new skills or knowledge, coaching is less formal and is provided individually. It is a form of on-the-job training whereby the manager provides the specific information or feedback each employee needs to understand and demonstrate the organization's ethical standards.11 As each employee is likely to hold somewhat different personal values and perspectives, coaching allows one to accommodate those differences in providing feedback.

Coaching facilitates a collaborative manager-employee relationship. The goal is for each employee to recognize the importance of meeting the ethical standards that have been set and to participate in an ongoing process of ensuring that the standards are achieved each day. Effective coaching encourages each person to take responsibility for his or her actions and to understand how they fit into the organization's framework.

**Model desired behavior.** Employees pay attention to what their managers do, and they learn about the standards and values of the organization by watching senior executives. Whether intentionally or not, the manager is the employees' role model—particularly in the case of ethical behavior. Modeling behavior effectively requires one to be clear about what constitutes acceptable practices and which practices are not acceptable. Finally, it hardly needs to be said that employees will pay attention to what a manager does over what the manager says.

Our survey did not expressly ask the hotel employees whether their ethical behavior has been shaped by the workplace. The respondents did, however, indicate that they were well aware of the hotel managers' efforts to provide guidance on ethics. Although the values we hold are developed in early childhood, it seems reasonable to believe that the standards we set for ourselves and others can be modified through training, coaching, and modeling. This assumption is the base on which organizational cultures are created. That is, regardless of what values and attitudes individuals have when they enter the workplace, all employees are expected to adapt their behavior to the standards of the organization. This is possible only if the organization provides guidelines that create a common, shared experience for its members. One dimension of these guidelines addresses ethical standards.

Setting organizational standards requires that managers clearly articulate desired values and practices. In addition to routine policies and procedures, an ethical code has the potential to influence employee behavior substantially. Only when the code is communicated clearly and consistently, through both formal and informal channels, will it be effective in accomplishing its purpose.

The most direct way of communicating ethical standards is to incorporate the ethical code into all appropriate print materials developed by the organization. In the study reported here, employees indicated that they learned about organizational ethics from reading documents. Respondents also confirmed the value of training and orientation programs. Coaching and modeling, the employees at the two properties further suggest, are effective means of incorporating ethical learning into their daily practices.

The bottom line is this: As a manager, it is your responsibility to ensure that ethical standards are well formulated and documented as ethical codes. Only when those standards are communicated in ways that employees find meaningful will they be practiced. You cannot underestimate the important role you play in this process.
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